I. Appeals
   N/A

II. Claims Report

**CC005-24**
CLAIMANT: MARTA DAPENA BARON
DOI: 01/15/2024
TYPE: PROPERTY DAMAGE (TO YARD FROM SNOW PLOW)
DECISION: DENIED

**CC007-24**
CLAIMANT: NANCY MEYERS
DOI: 01/24/2024
TYPE: VEHICLE DAMAGE (FROM SNOW PLOW)
DECISION: APPROVED

**CC007-24**
CLAIMANT: NANCY WEISS
DOI: 01/25/2024
TYPE: PROPERTY DAMAGE (SEWER BACK UP)
DECISION: APPROVED

**CC008-24**
CLAIMANT: SCOTT GITLIN
DOI: 01/14/2024
TYPE: PROPERTY DAMAGE (TO RETAINING WALL FROM SNOW PLOW)
DECISION: UNDER INVESTIGATION

**CC010-24**
CLAIMANT: SOL BERMANN
DOI: 02/01/2024
TYPE: PROPERTY DAMAGE (TO SUMP PUMP DRAIN VALVE RESULTING FROM SNOW PLOWING)
DECISION: APPROVED

**CC011-24**
CLAIMANT: AMY RICE
DOI: 01/24/2024
TYPE: PROPERTY DAMAGE (SEWER LINE)
DECISION: APPROVED